(54) Title: PROSTHESIS DELIVERY

(57) Abstract

This invention provides smooth delivery and accurate positioning of prostheses in the body. In embodiments, systems are provided that include elongate members (16) extending generally along the axis of a supporting catheter (4) to free ends (17). The elongate members (16) extend through openings (10) in the prosthesis (6) to maintain the position of the prosthesis (6) on the catheter (4). The prosthesis (6) can be released from the catheter (4) by relative axial motion of the catheter (4) and the elongate members (16) such that the free ends (17) are removed from the openings (10) in the prosthesis (6). In embodiments, the elongate members (16) hold the distal end of a self-expanding stent (6) at a desired axial location and in radial compaction as a restraining sheath (8) is withdrawn. The friction between the sheath (8) and the stent (6) puts the stent (6) under tension, which reduces the radial force on the sheath wall, allowing smoother retraction. Proximal portions of the stent radially expand and axially shorten.
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PROSTHESIS DELIVERY

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to delivering prostheses into the body.

Background of the Invention

Prostheses, such as stents, grafts and the like, are placed within the body to improve the function of a body lumen. For example, stents with substantial elasticity can be used to exert a radial force on a constricted portion of a lumen wall to open a lumen to near normal size.

These stents can be delivered into the lumen using a system which includes a catheter, with the stent supported near its distal end, and a sheath, positioned coaxially about the catheter and over the stent.

Once the stent is located at the constricted portion of the lumen, the sheath is removed to expose the stent, which is expanded so it contacts the lumen wall.

The catheter is subsequently removed from the body by pulling it in the proximal direction, through the larger lumen diameter created by the expanded prosthesis, which is left in the body.

Summary of the Invention

This invention provides smooth delivery and accurate positioning of prostheses in the body. In embodiments, systems are provided that include elongate members extending generally along the axis of a supporting catheter to a free ends. The elongate members extend through openings in the prosthesis to maintain the position of the prosthesis on the catheter. The prosthesis can be released from the catheter by relative axial motion of the catheter and the elongate members such that the free ends are removed from the openings in the prosthesis. In embodiments, the elongate members
hold the distal end of a self-expanding stent at a desired axial location and in radial compaction as a restraining sheath is withdrawn. The friction between the sheath and stent puts the stent under tension, which reduces the radial force on the sheath wall, allowing smoother retraction. Proximal portions of the stent radially expand and axially shorten. The distal end, however, is maintained at the desired axial location and released from the catheter to contact the body lumen wall without substantial axial shortening.

In an aspect, the invention features a system for positioning a prosthesis in contact with tissue within a patient. The system includes a prosthesis having proximal and distal ends and a tissue-engaging body therebetween. The prosthesis has a radially compact form for delivery into the patient and is radially expandable along its body for engaging tissue. The length of the prosthesis varies in dependence on the expansion of the body. The system further includes a catheter having a portion for supporting the prosthesis in the compact form during delivery into the patient and constructed for expanding the prosthesis in contact with tissue. The portion includes a member positioned to engage the prosthesis near the distal end to maintain a corresponding portion of the prosthesis radially compact at a predetermined axial location, while proximal portions of the prosthesis are radially expanded to engage tissue. The portion of the prosthesis engaged by the member is releasable from the catheter at an axial location substantially corresponding to the predetermined location by relative axial motion between the member and the prosthesis, so the free end of the member disengages the prosthesis.

Embodiments may include one or more of the following features. The prosthesis has, near its distal
end, an opening through the tissue-engaging body and the member extends generally along the axis of the catheter to a free end that engages the prostheses by extending through the opening and the portion of the prosthesis corresponding to the opening is released by axial motion so the free end of the member is removed from the opening. The opening may include a series of openings positioned around the circumference of the prosthesis and the member is a corresponding series of elongated members, which pass through the series of openings. The member extends distally to the free end so release of the prosthesis from the catheter is by moving the members proximally relative to the prosthesis. The member is fixed on the catheter so release of the prosthesis from the catheter is by moving the catheter relative to the prosthesis. The elongate member extends at an angle with respect to the axis of the catheter to form a predefined wedge space between the member and the catheter for engaging the prosthesis. The angle is about 3-8 degrees. The member is formed of a flexible material that deflects outwardly in response to a radial force, to release the free end of the member from the opening. The member is a superelastic wire. The length of the portion of the member passing through the opening is smaller than the expanded diameter of the prosthesis. The prosthesis is a tubular-form prosthesis positioned coaxially about the supporting portion of the catheter in the radially compact form. The prosthesis is formed of a patterned filament and the opening is formed by the pattern. The prosthesis is knitted and the opening is formed by knit-loops in the knit pattern. The opening is the end loop of the knit pattern. The prosthesis is self-expanding. Portions of the self-expanding prosthesis corresponding to the member are maintained in compact form by the member and portions remote from the member are maintained
in compact form by a restraint. The restraint is an axially retractable sheath and the self-expanding prosthesis engages the sheath with substantial friction to place the prosthesis under tension as the sheath is retracted.

In another aspect, the invention features a system for positioning a prosthesis in contact with tissue on the wall of a lumen of a patient. The system includes a tubular prosthesis having a proximal and distal end and a tissue-engaging body therebetween. The prosthesis has a radially compact form for delivery into the patient and is radially expandable along its body for engaging tissue. The length of the prosthesis varies in dependence on expansion of the body. The prosthesis is formed of a patterned filament and includes a series of openings through the tissue-engaging body of the prosthesis about the circumference of the prosthesis, near the distal end. The system further includes a catheter having a portion for supporting the prosthesis coaxially about the portion in the compact form for delivery into the patient and constructed for expanding the prosthesis into contact with tissue. The portion includes a series of elongate members arranged about the circumference of the catheter, fixed to the catheter, and extending generally along the axis of the catheter to free ends positioned to pass through corresponding openings about the circumference of the tissue-engaging body of the prosthesis. The members maintain corresponding portions of the prosthesis radially compact at a predetermined axial location, while proximal portions of the prosthesis are radially expanded to engage tissue. The portion of the prosthesis corresponding to the openings is releasable from the catheter at an axial location substantially corresponding to the predetermined location by moving the catheter.
proximally so the free ends of the members are removed from the openings.

Embodiments may include one or more of the following features. The prosthesis is self-expanding and the elongate members in the openings maintain the distal end of the prosthesis compact after other portions of the prosthesis are radially expanded. The portions of the prosthesis proximal of the members are maintained compact by a retractable sheath. The prosthesis engages the sheath with substantial friction to place the prosthesis under tension as the sheath is retracted. The elongate members are formed of superelastic metal wires. The elongate members are formed of a flexible material that deflects outwardly in response to a radial force of expansion of the prosthesis to release the free ends of the members from the openings. The length of the portions of the elongated strands passing through the loops is smaller than the expanded diameter of the prosthesis. The elongated strands extend at an angle with respect to the axis of the catheter. The angle is about 3–8 degrees.

In another aspect, the invention features a system for positioning a self-expanding prosthesis in the body. The system includes a self-expanding prosthesis having a proximal end and a distal end and a tissue-engaging body therebetween. A catheter is provided having a portion supporting a prosthesis in a radially compact form. The portion of the catheter supporting the prosthesis includes a member positioned to engage the distal end of the prosthesis to maintain corresponding portions of the prosthesis compact at a predetermined axial location with respect to the catheter while other portions of the prosthesis are radially expanded to engage tissue. The system includes a retractable sheath positioned over and in contact with the prosthesis when the prosthesis is in
the compact form. A tensioning element applies an axial force to the prosthesis to reduce frictional force between the sheath and the prosthesis while retracting the sheath to expose the prosthesis.

The sheath may be a restraining sheath that maintains portions of the prosthesis compact against the radial expansion force of the prosthesis and the tensioning element is formed by the sheath, engaged by the prosthesis with substantial frictional force to place the prosthesis under tension as the sheath is retracted.

In another aspect, the invention features methods of positioning a prosthesis in the body. For example, the method may include providing a system as described above, positioning the system in a body lumen with the distal end of the prosthesis in the compact form located substantially adjacent the axial location of the lumen wall corresponding to the desired distal extension of the prosthesis, expanding portions of the prosthesis proximal of the distal end to engage the wall of the lumen, and withdrawing the catheter proximally so the distal end is disengaged from the catheter and expanded against the lumen wall. The prosthesis may be positioned at a location adjacent a side duct branching from the lumen. The body lumen may be the bile duct. Many methods are evident from the description herein.

The advantages of the invention are numerous. For example, systems of the invention can provide accurate positioning of a prosthesis, even a self-expanding stent which changes its axial length upon expansion. Accurate positioning of the prosthesis is particularly important in cases where the portion of the body lumen to be treated is adjacent a tissue feature, such as another body lumen, that should not be occluded by the prosthesis. A tumor in the bile duct that is located adjacent the duodenum is one example. It is desirable to
center the prosthesis about the tumor, but care must be taken so that the end of the prosthesis does not extend beyond the duodenum. Otherwise the motion of the body and the flow of food particles may drag the stent from the bile duct.

Further features and advantages follow.

Brief Description of the Drawing

Fig. 1 is a side view, with a sheath in cross section, of a delivery system according to the invention; Fig. 1a is an enlarged perspective view, with the prosthesis partially cut-away, of the distal end of the system in Fig. 1 with the sheath partially retracted;

Figs. 2-2f illustrate the operation and use of the system in Fig. 1.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Structure

Referring to Figs. 1-1a, a system 2 according to the invention for delivering a prosthesis to the bile duct includes a catheter body 4 carrying a prosthesis 6, which is held in a compact state for most of its length by a retractable restraining sheath 8. The prosthesis 6 is a self-expanding knit-form stent having a series of end loops 10. The distal end 14 of the catheter includes a series of flexible elongate members 16 running generally parallel to the axis of the catheter. One end of the members 16 is attached to the catheter body 4. The other, free end 17, of the members 16 extends through the end loops 10, holding the end loops at a predetermined axial position and in compact form, even when proximal portions 18 of the stent 6 expand outwardly after retraction (arrow 20) of the sheath 8. As will be discussed in further detail below, end loops 10 of the prosthesis 6 can be released from the catheter, and expanded against the lumen wall at a predetermined location, after most of the length of the stent has
expanded to engage the lumen, by axially withdrawing the catheter body 4 so the free ends 17 of the members 16 slip back through the end loops 10. In this manner, the end loops 10 are positioned at a defined location along the lumen wall, even though the self-expanding stent reduces its axial length upon radial expansion due to elastic rebounding effects and the loose knit nature of the structure. Moreover, sheath retraction is smoother since the stent is placed in tension by retraction of the sheath, which simultaneously reduces the axial force on the sheath wall.

The device 2 has an overall length $L_1$, about 80 cm. The catheter body 4 (nylon) has a proximal portion 22 of constant diameter, about 0.11 inch, over a length, $L_2$, of about 69 cm, and a distal portion 24, which includes a taper 26 to a smaller diameter, about 0.053 inch, over a length, $L_3$, about 1.0 cm. Following the taper 26, a constant diameter portion 27 extends for a length, $L_4$, about 10 cm, along which the stent 6 is positioned. The catheter body 4 further includes enlarged tip 30 (nylon with radiopaque filler) of length, $L_5$, about 22 mm, maximum outer diameter 0.031 inch, with distal taper 32 (8-9 mm in length) for atraumatic advance, a step portion 33 (4 mm in length), which engages the sheath when the sheath is fully distally extended during entry into the body, and a proximal taper 34 (8-9 mm in length). A guidewire lumen 37 (phantom, Fig. 1), about .039 inch, for delivering the device over a guidewire, extends the length of the catheter body 4, terminating distally at an end opening 39 in the enlarged tip 30 (Fig. 1a). The most proximal end of the body includes a luer lock device 7. The catheter includes three radiopaque markers (tantalum bands). A proximal marker 9 indicates the proximal end of the stent in the compacted state. A central marker 11 indicates the
proximal end of the stent in the expanded state. A distal marker 11 indicates the distal end of the stent. As will be discussed below, the distal marker 13 also deflects wires that form members 16 off the catheter body axis.

The stent is a self-expanding knitted stent, knitted of an elastic wire material (0.005 inch diameter), such as a superelastic nitinol-type material (e.g. Stacker stent®, Boston Scientific, Watertown, Massachusetts). The stent includes 40 rows along its length, with 8 knit loops in each row around the circumference. In the compact condition (Fig. 1), the outer diameter of the stent is about 2.8 mm, and the length, L₆, about 10 cm. At full expansion, the stent has an outer diameter of 10 mm and shortens axially, to a length of about 6 cm. A feature of this invention is that the stent can be accurately positioned in spite of the axial length reduction on expansion, by maintaining the axial position of the distal end of the stent in the compact state, with members 16, while allowing the proximal portions to radially expand and axially relax. After the variations at the proximal portions, the distal end is released from the members so it expands without substantial axial variation, and contacts the lumen wall at a predetermined location determined by axially aligning the radiopaque marker 13.

The restraining sheath 8 (teflon), has a length, L₇, about 60 cm and a wall thickness of about 0.006 inch. A handle 28, located on portions of the sheath outside the body, is slid axially proximally to retract the sheath and expose the stent. As illustrated particularly in Fig. 1a, the stent 6 engages the inner wall of the sheath 8, owing to the elastic nature of the stent which causes it to push radially outward when in the compact state. A feature of the invention is that the sheath
retraction is made easier and smoother. With only the distal end of the stent held axially in place by the members 16, the friction between the inner wall of the sheath and the stent places the stent under tension during sheath retraction, which causes the stent to elastically elongate slightly. This tension reduces the radial force of the stent on the inner wall and also prevents the loops in adjacent knit rows from intertangling and bulging radially outwardly.

The members 16 are positioned equidistantly radially about the catheter 4, with one member for each of the eight end loops of the stent. (Only five members are visible in Fig. 1a, the other three members being positioned on the opposite side of the catheter.) The members 16 are formed of straight wires (0.006 inch diameter) with an overall length of 13 mm. A proximal portion 15, length, \( L_9 \), about 4 mm, is attached to the catheter by a layer 19 of UV epoxy. (Another radiopaque band may cover the wires in the region between the epoxy and marker 13 and heat shrink tube may be used to cover the whole attachment assembly from epoxy 19 to marker 13.) The portion of the catheter body distal of the epoxy includes radiopaque marker 13, a tantalum band (about 0.060 inch wide) (Nobel Met, Inc., Roanoke, VA), that creates a slight (0.003 inch) radial step from the catheter body, causing the normally straight wires to be deflected at an angle of about 3-8 degrees when the sheath is retracted. (With the sheath positioned over the wires, the free ends of the wires engage the inner wall of the sheath and the wires are bent inward slightly and partially supported against the proximal taper 34 of the enlarged end 30.) The deflected portion of the wires extend beyond the marker 13 for a distance along the catheter axis, \( L_9 \), about 6 mm to the free ends 17. The deflection of the wires and the taper 34 of enlarged end
30, create a predetermined space just distal of the marker 13, slightly smaller in width than the diameter of the stent wire, where the end loops are positioned. As illustrated particularly in Fig. 1a, the end loops are wedged in this space between the members 16 and taper 34. In this position the end loops are maintained axially and radially stable when the sheath is retracted, but are also easily dislodgeable from the wedged position when the catheter body is moved proximally, after proximal portions of the stent have been expanded to engage the lumen wall. The angle of the members is about equal to the angle of the taper 34 (e.g. about 8°). (The angle of the members may be made larger than the angle of the back taper 34 so friction between the end loops and back taper is reduced as the catheter is withdrawn proximally.) In this embodiment, the end loops are wedged at a location toward the proximal end of the members 16, about 1 mm from the radiopaque marker 13. In this position, the radial expansion force of the stent does not overcome the stiffness of the wires and cause them to deflect outward and prematurely release the stent. When the catheter is slid proximally, the end loops are easily dislodged from the wedged location and slide along the members until the radial force overcomes the stiffness of the members, causing them to deflect outward, and the end loops are released. The length of the members is kept smaller than the expanded radius of the stent, yet long enough to hold the end loops compact. Further, the members are formed of an elastic material, such as a superelastic nitinol-type material, that does not plastically deform when the members deflect as the prosthesis is released or as the device is being delivered along a torturous path into a duct. Other embodiments can use filaments formed of other materials, for example, stiff polymers.

Embodiments may also use filaments that have high
stiffness and do not deflect under the radial expansion
of the stent at any positioning of the end loops along
their length, but rather, the end loops are removed only
by the axial motion of the filaments. Systems such as

described above can position the distal end of a stent
within ±5 mm of a desired axial location, according to
use in an operation such as described in the following.

Use and Operation

Referring now to Figs. 2-2f, use of the delivery
system for positioning a stent in the bile duct is
illustrated. Referring to Fig. 2, the system may be used
to treat an obstruction 40, such as a tumor, in the bile
duct 42. The bile duct extends from the liver 44 to the
duodenum 48. The system 2 is particularly useful for

positioning a prosthesis in cases where the obstruction
40 is located near the duodenum 48. In such cases, it is
particularly important to position the distal end of the
prosthesis so that the overlap with the duodenum is
minimized. Otherwise the action of the duodenum may draw

the prosthesis axially out of the bile duct into the
intestine.

Typically, the occlusion substantially closes off
the bile duct which has a healthy lumen diameter of about
8-10 mm. The obstruction is typically around 4 cm in
length. To prepare the duct for the prosthesis, the
physician accesses the liver with an access sheath 46. A
collageogram is taken to locate the occlusion. Using
ultrasound or fluoroscopy, a guidewire 49 (.038 inch) is
positioned through the access sheath, liver 44 and into
the bile duct 42, such that it crosses the lesion 40 and
extends into the duodenum 48. A series of dilators (not
shown), for example, hard teflon, are tracked over the
guidewire to widen the bile duct, tissue of a shoe
leather-like texture, in preparation for the stent. The

largest dilator approximates the full healthy lumen
diameter. Alternatively, the largest dilator approximates the maximum outer diameter of the system with the prosthesis in the compact state. Balloon expansion devices can be used to the same effect before the system is positioned in the duct (or sometimes after the stent has been placed in the lumen). After preparing the lumen, the system 2 is tracked over the guidewire, through the sheath 46, liver 44, and into the bile duct 42.

Referring to Fig. 2a, the system is slid axially distally until distal radiopaque marker 13 is positioned axially at a location at least about 1 cm distal of the occlusion 40. This location substantially corresponds to the position the distal end of the stent, when expanded, will engage the lumen wall. The location is selected so the stent 6 is positioned beyond the occlusion 40 but not too close to the end 47 of the bile duct. The marker 11 indicates the position of the proximal end of the stent in the expanded position and is such that the proximal end of the prosthesis will engage healthy tissue over a length of at least 1 cm. Where possible the stent is centered, based on the fully expanded length indicated by markers 11, 13, about the obstruction. The marker 9 indicates the proximal end of the stent when the stent is in the fully compact form, which has an overall length, $L_6$, about 10 cm.

Referring to Fig. 2b, the sheath is retracted in one continuous motion. (After the retraction begins in this embodiment, the sheath cannot be extended distally without catching on the expanded portions of the stent and possibly pushing the stent distally off of the members 16.) With the sheath 8 partially withdrawn, (arrow 20), portions 18 of the prosthesis expand (arrow 21), although not to full expanded diameter. The end loops 10 of the prosthesis are maintained in the compact
state and without axial movement, by the members 16 which
deflect outward slightly (arrows 23) when the sheath is
removed. With the distal end of the stent being held
axially by members 16, the friction between the inner
wall of the sheath 8 and the portions of the prosthesis
covered by the sheath places the stent under tension,
causing the prosthesis to be elastically lengthened
slightly (arrow 31) to a length, $L'_6$, about 10.2 - 10.4
cm. The lengthening of the prosthesis has a simultaneous
effect of reducing the radial force the stent exerts on
the wall of the sheath and, therefore, the frictional
force between the inner wall of the sheath and the stent,
allowing a smoother retraction of the sheath with less
axial force.

Referring to Fig. 2c, as the sheath retraction
continues, proximally beyond about 60% of the distance
between markers 9 and 13, the frictional force between
the stent and the wall of the sheath is overcome by the
elastic forces of the stent, removing the tension on the
stent, and causing the distal end of the stent to relax
distally (arrow 23). As illustrated, the relaxation of
the largely independent knit rows proceeds from distal
portions to proximal portions, with more distal portions
expanding (arrows 25) to full diameter and engaging
tissue. The most distal end, including the end loops,
remains compact and axially stable.

Referring to Fig. 2d, after sheath retraction
continues but usually to a point less than marker 9, the
proximal end of the expanding (arrows 25) and contracting
(arrow 23) prosthesis exits the sheath and engages the
lumen wall, forcing open the lumen to its normal diameter
and firmly anchoring the stent so that it resists axial
motion. (In some cases, the stent opens the lumen over
an extended period of time.) The end loops 10 remain
compact and axially stable, owing to the strands 16, as
the elastic forces relax during the expansion of the proximal portions. The stent in this condition has a shorter length, L₆'', about 6 cm. Referring to Fig. 2e, the prosthesis is released from the catheter by drawing the catheter proximally (arrow 27), which causes the end loops to be positioned at more distal positions along the members 16, until the radial force of the prosthesis causes the members to deflect outwardly (arrows 29), releasing the end loops from the members on catheter body, so the end loops expand to full diameter. Since the stent has been substantially relaxed during expansion of proximal portions, the end loops engage the lumen wall at the desired axial location, without substantial elastic rebound axially. After the end loops are released from the members, the free ends of the members deflect back to their rest positions closer to the taper 34.

Referring to Fig. 2f, the catheter is then removed from the body, leaving the prosthesis properly positioned.

Other Embodiments

Many other embodiments are possible. Other types of stents, e.g., nonknitted stents, such as woven stents, can be used. The engagement of the distal end of the stent may be achieved by other arrangements, beside the openings in the stent wall and wires illustrated above. For example, the systems could include a separate member for holding the distal end of the stent axially and a separate member for holding the distal end of the stent radially compact. The separate members may be separately actuable. While the systems discussed above provide particular advantages when positioning self-expanding stents in that sheath retraction is made easier, advantages, such as accurate placement, can be gained with other stents, such as non-self-expanding,
plastically deformable type stents. The systems can be sized and configured for use in various body lumens, such as the biliary tree or blood vessels, or any other lumen where accurate location of a stent is desired, e.g., when the occlusion is adjacent a side branch.

Still other embodiments are in the following claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A system for positioning a prosthesis in contact with tissue within a patient, comprising:
   a prosthesis having a proximal and distal end and a tissue-engaging body therebetween,
   said prosthesis having a radially compact form for delivery into the patient, and, being radially expandable along its body for engaging tissue, the length of said prosthesis varying in dependence on the expansion of said body, and
   said system further including a catheter having a portion for supporting said prosthesis in said compacted form during delivery into the patient and constructed for expanding said prosthesis in contact with tissue,
   said portion including a member, positioned to engage said prosthesis near the distal end to maintain a corresponding portion of said prosthesis radially compact at a predetermined axial location, while proximal portions of said prosthesis are radially expanded to engage tissue,
   said portion of said prosthesis engaged by said member being releasable from said catheter at an axial location substantially corresponding to said predetermined location by relative axial motion between said member and said prosthesis, so the free end of said member disengages said prosthesis.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein said prosthesis includes near its distal end, an opening through the tissue-engaging body, said member extends generally along the axis of the catheter to a free end and engages said prostheses by extending through said opening, and said portion of said prosthesis corresponding to said opening being releasable by axial motion so the free end of said member is removed from said opening.
3. The system of claim 2 wherein said opening includes a series of openings positioned around the circumference of said prosthesis, and said member is a corresponding series of elongated members, which pass through said series of openings.

4. The system of claim 2 wherein said member extends distally to said free end so release of said prosthesis from said catheter is by moving said members proximally relative to said prosthesis.

5. The system of claim 2 wherein said member is fixed on said catheter so release of said prosthesis from said catheter is by moving said catheter relative to said prosthesis.

6. The system of claim 2 wherein said elongate member extends at an angle with respect to the axis of said catheter to form a predetermined wedge space between said member and said catheter for engaging said prosthesis.

7. The system of claim 2 wherein said member is formed of a flexible material that deflects outwardly in response to a radial force, to release said free end of said member from said opening.

8. The system of claim 2 wherein said member is a superelastic wire.

9. The system of claim 2 wherein said prosthesis is a tubular-form prosthesis positioned coaxially about said supporting portion in said radially compacted form.
10. The system of claim 2 wherein said prosthesis is formed of a patterned filament and said opening is formed by said pattern.

11. The system of claim 10 wherein said prosthesis is knitted and said opening is the end loop of said knit pattern.

12. The system of claim 2 wherein said prosthesis is self-expanding.

13. The system of claim 12 wherein portions of said prosthesis corresponding to said member are maintained in compact by said member and portions remote from said members are maintained in compact by a restraint.

14. The system of claim 13 wherein said restraint is an axially retractable sheath.

15. The system of claim 14 wherein said prosthesis engages said sheath with substantial friction to place said prosthesis under tension as said sheath is retracted.

16. A system for positioning a prosthesis in contact with tissue on the wall of a lumen of a patient, comprising: a tubular prosthesis having a proximal and distal end and a tissue-engaging body therebetween, said prosthesis having a radially compact form for delivery into the patient, and, being radially expandable along its body for engaging tissue, the length of said prosthesis varying in dependence on expansion of said body, and
said prosthesis being formed of a patterned filament and including a series of openings through the tissue-engaging body of said prosthesis about the circumference of said prosthesis, near the distal end, 5 and

said system further including a catheter having a portion for supporting said prosthesis coaxially about said portion in said compact form for delivery into the patient and constructed for expanding said prosthesis into contact with tissue,

said portion including a series of elongate members arranged about the circumference of said catheter, fixed to said catheter, and extending generally along the axis of the catheter to free ends positioned to pass through corresponding openings about the circumference of the tissue-engaging body of said prosthesis, said members maintaining corresponding portions of said prosthesis radially compact at a predetermined axial location, while proximal portions of said prosthesis are radially expanded to engage tissue,

said portion of said prosthesis corresponding to said openings releasable from said catheter at an axial location substantially corresponding to said predetermined location by moving said catheter proximally so the free ends of said members are removed from said openings.

17. The system of claim 16 wherein said prosthesis is self-expanding and said elongate members in said openings maintain the distal end of said prosthesis compact after other portions of said prosthesis are radially expanded,
said prosthesis proximal of said members being maintained compact by a retractable sheath, and
said prosthesis engages sheath with substantial friction to place said prosthesis under tension as said sheath is retracted.

18. A system for positioning a self-expanding prosthesis in the body, comprising:
   a self-expanding prosthesis having a proximal end and a distal end and a tissue-engaging body therebetween,
   a catheter having a portion supporting a prosthesis in a radially compact form,
   said portion of said catheter supporting said prosthesis including a member positioned to engage the distal end of said prosthesis to maintain corresponding portions of the prosthesis compact at a predetermined axial location with respect to the catheter while other portions of said prosthesis are radially expanded to engage tissue,
   a retractable sheath positioned over and in contact with said prosthesis when said prosthesis is in the compact form,
   a tensioning element applying an axial force to said prosthesis to reduce frictional force between said sheath and said prosthesis while retracting said sheath to expose said prosthesis.

19. The system of claim 18 wherein said sheath is a restraining sheath that maintains portions of said prosthesis compact against the radial expansion force of said prosthesis, and said tensioning element is formed by said sheath, engaged by said prosthesis with substantial frictional force to place said prosthesis under tension as said sheath is retracted.
20. A method of positioning a prosthesis in the body, comprising:
   providing a system according to claim 16,
   positioning said system in a body lumen with the distal end of said prosthesis in said compact form located substantially adjacent the axial location of the lumen wall corresponding to the desired distal extension of said prosthesis,
   expanding portions of said prosthesis proximal of said distal end to engage the wall of said lumen, and withdrawing said catheter proximally so the free ends of said members are removed from said openings.
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